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How Might the Catholicity of the Church Be a Theo-
logical Answer to the Challenges of the Globalisation?

Franz Seg&ers

The Old Catholic Churches have many ecumenical relationships even

though they are minority Churches.' At the very beginning of the Old
Catholic movement in the late nineteenth century there was a rapid reali-
zation of the common catholic heritage with Anglicanism. In time this
lead, in 1931, to the Bonn Agreement which established full communion
between the Anglicans, specifically the Church of England, and the Old
Catholic Churches. Similar agreements with the orthodox Churches and

with the Lutheran Church in Sweden have since been concluded. Differ-
ences in numbers did not really matter. What was important was that the
Churches expressed their mutual caf/todc identity. However, in respect to
this expression of identity, there exists one exception: the concordat ex-

pressing full communion with the /g/esia FdZpma /«dependleafe. The

signing of this concordat in 1965 was an event greater than initially ex-

pected. For the concordat with the /g/e.vta FZZZpma /«depead/enfe has the

important distinction of constituting a new historical moment for the
Church and for theology. The same might be said with respect to full com-
munion with the Indian Mar F/toma C/tarc/t. The relationship with these

both Churches represents a very important historic and theological mile-
stone.

My contention in this article is that, in the agreement with the /g/est'a

Fdipma /ndcpeadieafe and the proposed agreement with the /«d/an Mar
77toma C/zwrc/î, the Old Catholic Churches not only confirm their com-
mon catholic faith with respect to these churches, they effectively turn
away from the context of being a Eurocentric Church, long dominated by
European thinking about the meaning and scope of catholicity, towards
what has been called 'polycentric Catholicity'. The challenge, now, is to

> This is a revised and extended version of a lecture given in Busan, Korea, on
4 November 2013 at the 10"> Assembly of the World Council of Churches, and also in
Utrecht at the International Workshop "Challenging Catholicism" on 21 September
2014, organized by the Old Catholic Seminary at Utrecht University and the Depart-
ment for Old Catholic Theology, University of Bern. - With thanks to Prof. Dr. Dr.

Douglas Pratt (Waikato University and University of Bern) for his corrections of the

English text.
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delineate the transition from a Eurocentric Church to a polycentric and so

genuinely universal catholicity. The Roman Catholic theologian Johann

Baptist Metz created the term 'polycentric Catholicity' to signify the tran-
sition from a culturally more or less homogeneous, and in this sense mono-
centric, catholic church of the West, towards a church which has several

centres in different cultures and is thus on the way to becoming a truly
worldwide Roman Catholic Church.^ I will explain the significance of this
transition in five theses.

Thesis' 7; The frans/ormafi'on/rom a European hommafel catho/icity to-
wards a po/ycentr/c cafhoh'rify.

Instead of the common classification 'Antiquity - Middle Ages - Modern
Age', I would like to suggest a different theological and ecclesiological
classification in three periods, according to their different references to
universalism. The first period was the relatively short, but for the theo-
logical identity of the Church extremely fundamental, time of the Early
Church in Jerusalem. In the first council in Jerusalem Peter and Paul wran-
gled about the identity and way of being Church as it emerged out of the
Jewish context and into the global Roman Empire. This initial phase of
Church history is a period of the Church in transition from Jewish to Gen-
tile Christianity and an emerging early form of universal catholicity.

In the second, and relatively long, phase an increasingly monocentric
cultural Christianity was formed, which in the West emerged as distinctly
European. It began with the Church itself converting from being a com-
munity more or less in opposition to the Roman Empire to being a licit,
even favoured, religion of the Empire. The emperor Constantine invited
the Church to become the religion of his empire. The second age is an era

broadly spanning a millennium and a half wherein the form of Church was
that of a dominating monocultural catholicity which, in the Western Eu-

ropean context, issued in the imposition of uniformity over colonized peo-
pie.

Finally, the third period is that of worldwide Christianity in our mod-

ern and recent era of globalization. In this context, the Churches are chal-
lenged to rediscover and redefine their universal and global catholicity by
turning 'back' towards the universal and global Catholicity such as per-

2 Cf. Johann Baptist Metz, 'Im Aufbruch zu einer kulturell polyzentrischen
Weltkirche,' in: ZMK 76 (1986) 140-153.
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tained to the time of the early messianic and prophetic Church as it tran-
sitioned out of its originating Jewish context.

Transitions occur in different ways. The Latin American Theologian,
Enrique Dussel, speaks of 'tides of evangelisation'.^ Like rivers flowing
towards the coast and into the sea, so Church history shows that the Gospel
is always flowing back from the peripheries to the centre, as it did in the

transiting from Palestine to Rome, or from Ireland to continental Europe.
Since the 15"> century the Christian missionary activities of Western

Christianity have ranged throughout the world with, at times, the accom-
paniment of violence: Christian mission has sometimes been a case of
Bible and sword. After some five centuries of evangelization at the periph-

ery - the motif of 'overseas mission' (over there, away from us at the

centre, or 'home') - we are now witnessing the Gospel 'flowing back' from
the peripheries, where the spiritual centre now lies, to the centre, where
the political and economic centre still lies and where the Gospel is rela-

tively peripheral. The 'Mother Church' at the centre is now challenged by
the Gospel of the Churches of the peripheries. And this provokes anxiety
and reaction on the part of the Churches at the 'centre' not unlike the

early Christian community in Jerusalem experienced when Paul was con-
fronting them with the universalism of the Gospel going out into the Gen-
tile world.

The majority of the Christians today live in the global, and poor, south.

The late Obispo Maximo Tomas Millamena of the /y/e.s/a FzVzpz'na /«tie-
pendz'ente explained the privilege of the global poor people and Churches

saying: "What we have is a theology that leads us to confront the evils of
social injustice and inequality, a theology that is revealed through partici-
pation in our people's struggle for social and spiritual emancipation, a

theology that seeks to transform to the demands and designs of the peo-
pie." Bishop Alberto Ramento, the martyr Bishop of the poor peasants and

workers, in answer to his announced imminent killing: "I know they are

going to kill me next. But never will I abandon my ministry to God and
His people." Such as these are bringing the prophetic Gospel back from
the peripheries to the centre. Like the water coming back from the moun-
tains to the sea, so the Gospel that went with mission to remote regions is

coming back to the source of outreach. The poor are now evangelizing the

3 Enrique Dussel, 'Die Gezeiten des Evangeliums,' in: Concz'iïam 22 (1986)
382-388.
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rich Churches. The former evangelized poor, oppressed and colonized
people are now the evangelizers of the rich and self-satisfied.

F/ze.sz.v 2: F/ze O/z/ Cat/zo/zc C/zzzrc/z was/ormez/ m opposition fo t/zc ont-
come o/f/te /zrst Vatican Conncii, in particniar its decision a/wzzZ in/a/Zi-
Mz'Zy azzz/ f/ze wor/zFvzz/e yzzrAz/zcfzozz o/t/ze pope. 77te context o/t/tese
z/ogzzzas /zas been q^ecfez/ Fy attempts to .sfrezzgf/zezz f/ze imperiai z;rz/er

wit/zin t/ze Poznan C/znrc/z.

All Churches have the same origin in the messianic-prophetic Christian-
ity in Jerusalem. The /g/esia Fz7z/zz>za /nz/epentiiente, like all poor Church-

es, reminds us, the rich Churches in Europe, of the ongoing history of
colonialism and imperialism which today is named 'globalization'. The
/g/esia FzVzpz'zza /nc/epenziienZe is the product of the Filipino people's re-
sistance against Spanish and American colonization. The returning of the

Gospel from such a periphery is a reminder to the rich Churches to see

their own guilty history through the eyes of the victims of that history.
Further, the Indian Mar F/zoma C/zzzrc/z reminds us that there has ever
been Christianity in Asia, at least the same, if not longer than, Christian-
ity in Europe. The Mar F/zoma C/zzzrc/z has ever had its own experiences
of living in a multicultural context, something that the European Church-
es have now to learn. The existence of the Mar F/zoma C/zzzrc/z relativizes
and calls into question the European-centred view of Church history, un-
derstood to have spread across the whole world only since the conquest of
Columbus. When Francis Xavier came to India he was surprised to meet
there already the Gospel and Christians.

The name 'Old Catholic Churches' is not only a reminder of the initial
undivided Church of the first half-millennium, but also of the early non-
imperialistic catholicity, the catholicity of a genuinely inclusive universal-
ism. Döllinger's letter to the Archbishop of Munich may illustrate how the

political and theological aspects of the Old Catholic movement were inter-
related. Döllinger stated that he could not accept the new dogma about

Pope's primacy on the basis of four arguments: as a Christian, as a theolo-
gian, as a historian, and as citizen. The fundamental reason he gave was
that the Roman Church, in its dogmatic proclamation, was seeking to es-
tablish the Empire of this world, an imperial Catholicity that Christ him-
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self had refused."' The remembrance and tradition of an anti-imperial
catholicity is a neglected part of the Old Catholic ecclesiology.

77zesz's 3; CczZ/zo/iczZy in i/ze content o/i/ze Rozzztzzz Empire.

The context of Jesus' time was the brutal oppression of the occupied Pal-
estine under the Roman Empire.® Jesus was born, lived, taught, healed,
and was crucified in and by an empire. In stories and parables, in healing
and exorcism, in meal and miracle, Jesus provided an alternative to the

reality of empire in his time. Faced with this empire, Jesus said: "You
know that those who are regarded rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them,
and their high officials exercise authority over them" (Mk 10:42). He an-
nounced the gospel of life as the critique of all forms of domination in the

empire, and set into history a force for building new communities in the
face of empires. After Jesus' crucifixion as an opponent of the Roman

Empire, mockingly styled as 'King of the Jews', Paul disseminated the

Gospel and founded communities throughout much of the Empire. "In-
stead of being opposed to Judaism, Paul's gospel of Christ was opposed to
the Roman Empire".® Amidst a slave society there began a form of univer-
salism embracing all communities: "There is neither Jew nor Gentile, nei-
ther slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in
Christ Jesus" (Gal 3:28). The central symbol was the Supper, the sharing
of bread and wine among poor and rich in the Eucharist (1 Cor 11). Many
accusations were pronounced against the first Christians: "they ate all act-

ing contrary to the decrees of the emperor, saying that there is another

king named Jesus" (Acts 17:7). Paul understood his assemblies (ekklësiai)
to be communities of an alternative society. They were "in but not of" the
Roman imperial order. He set the gospel of Christ and the new communi-
ties in opposition to the Roman imperial order: the whole system of dom-
ination, power relations, imperial values, and ideology of "peace and se-

4 Quoted in: Urs Kiiry, Die a/t/iat/zoZisc/ze Rzrc/ze. /Zzre Gesc/zic/zfe, i/zre Le/zre,
zTzrAzz/zegen, Stuttgart (EVW) 4982, 62.

5 Cf.: Richard A. Horsley, 7es«s and Empire. 77ze Kingdom o/God and 7'Zze Yew
WorZd Disorder, Minneapolis (Fortress) 2003; Warren Carter, FZze Roman Fmpire
and Z/ze AZew Testament. An Fssentz'aZ Guide, Nashville TN (Abingdon) 1955; Seyoon
Kim, C/zrist and Caesar. FZze GospeZ and tize Roman Empire in tize Writings o/Pazzi
and LzAe, Grand Rapids MI (Eerdmans) 2008.

Richard A. Horsley (ed.), FaztZ and tize Roman /mperiai Order, New York
(TPI) 2004, 3.
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curity" are dominated by the "rulers of this age" (1 Cor 2:8). Paul says, in
the letter to the Romans: "Do not be conformed to this world, but be
transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you may discern
what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect" (Rom
12:1.2). Applying the titles of the Emperor to Christ could be seen as a

challenge to the authorities.? Joerg Rieger suggests: "What sounds like
purely religious terminology to modern ears could be heard as a subtle

challenge of the Roman Empire."^
To be sure, Christian communities have not always been harmless so-

cial gatherings. In the second century Ignatius of Antioch was accused of
participation in a riot, arrested, and taken to Rome. During his transporta-
tion to Rome he wrote seven letters to the churches. In one of these he

introduced the term 'catholic' as the designation and identification of the
church and he spoke of the 'catholic church' (katholikë ekklêsia).® He
named the Church 'catholic' as a network of solidarity all around the Ro-
man Empire. For Ignatius it was more desirable to be thrown to the beasts

than to survive among the 'rulers if this age'. Were Ignatius to be found
guilty, he would be condemned to death. This would be carried out by way
of a fight with wild animals in front of a bloodthirsty crowd."* Ignatius had

spoken about the 'diabolos' and this 'diabolos' was none other than the
Roman Emperor.

Ignatius wrote negatively about heretical and those outside the catholic
faith: "They have no concern for love, none for the widow, none for the

orphan, none for the oppressed, none for the prisoner or the one released;

none for the hungry or thirsty."" Catholic Christianity stood for affirma-
tive values. It is important to note that he used the term 'catholic' in a triple
meaning: a combination of right faith with the right practice, as in his let-
ter to the community of Smyrna; as referring to the whole church all over
the world - the Roman Empire - and at the same time each single local
church. And, thirdly, he used the term 'catholic' in a theological sense, that
of a tradition embodying a set of biblical and ethical traditions concerning
human solidarity, justice and compassion, and of the non-negotiable dig-

Joerg Rieger, CEràt and Empire. From Fa«/ fo Ftwfco/oniai Times, Minne-
apolis MN (Fortress) 2007, 23.

« Ibid., 32.

' Ignatius, Smyrn. 8.2.

Ignatius, Rom. 5.

" Ignatius, Smyrn. 6.2 (transi. W. Holmes, 2007).
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nity of all. Accordingly, in the very beginning faith is not defined by dog-
mas of what is right, but by right practice and actions: the right faith is the

care for the widow, the orphan and the hungry. Ignatius brings up here

what later has been called the biblical 'preferential option for the poor'.
There is no doubt that early forms of catholicity within the Empire

developed in the Roman Empire as an era of early globalization. The order
of the Roman Empire was war, victory and repression, which was named
the Roman peace (Pax Pomana). Contrary to this, the set of Christian
values include the dignity of every person and, especially, respect for the

poor and oppressed. The network of catholic Churches lived a distinctive
set of values. Christians followed a different logic that yielded covenant,
nonviolent justice, and love reaching out to all persons. The people, not the

elite, the poor and not the powerful are the chosen of God. Importantly,
these values and the network of catholic Christian communities can be

understood as an implicit undermining and, in effect, a progressive over-

coming of the structures of the Roman Empire and its legitimacy, without
recourse to riot or uprising. Today we have to rediscover the catholicity of
the earliest Church times. Could this networking in the first centuries,
which has been named 'catholicity', be an example for struggling against
empire today?

77zesz's 4: G/oèa/z'zafz'ozz a/ze? f/ze reefocoverz'rzg o/t/ze caZ/zo/z'cz'fy o/t/ze
C/zazr/z<?.y.

The Roman Empire was arguably an early form of globalization. The

concept of catholicity has its origins in the context of the domination, ex-

ploitation and power structures of the Roman Empire. For the former Sec-

retary General of the World Council of Churches, Konrad Raiser, it is no
coincidence that forms of conciliarity in the Early Church were developed
and used just at the time of early forms of globalization of the Roman

Empire. That is the reason why he speaks of a "catholic alternative of
globalization" which is rooted in the capability to connect the local with
the global or universal.'^ 'Catholicity' leaves room for diversity azz<? unity.
That is the reason why catholicity and conciliarity are connected. The

catholicity of the Church will be realized in forms of conciliarity. At least

'2 Konrad Raiser, 'Katholizität in der ökumenischen Diskussion,' in: idem (ed.),
Sc/zn'fZe a«/(fem Weg zier Ökumene, Frankfurt a.M. (Lembeck) 2005, 160-196, here
194.
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partly, catholicity and conciliarity have always been resisting structures of
power within both Church and society.^ The universal Church is the com-
munion of all the local churches, but the universal Church is not the sum
of all the local churches. All together, they are the same Church of God

present and acting in this world. The Joint Working Group of the Roman
Catholic Church and the World Council of Churches has pointed out:

"Catholicity enters into the very concept of church and refers not simply
to geographic extension but also to the manifold variety of local churches
and their participation in the one ko/rcoma. Each local church contributes
its unique gifts for the good of the whole Church."'* This concept allows
two dimensions of the Church - its locality and universality - to be held

together not as separate entities but as integrated dimensions of one real-
ity. This finds expression in the Eucharistie celebration which "embraces
the Church both in its local and universal dimension"'®.

The core of a catholic alternative vision of globalization is the con-
nectedness of the global and the local in the way that it is celebrated in the
Eucharist: as the one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church.'® Catholicity
means being nourished und sustained in and through the Eucharist. The

Philippino theologian Eleuterio J. Revollido explains that the "Eucharist
is presence and presence is a function of action. It is not just the comfort-
able real presence of Christ in the Eucharist but also to face and be chal-

lenged by the disturbing personal presence of Christ in the poor and the
down trodden."''' He adds:

"It is our invitation to transform globalization by having a firm grasp of the

reality and to become uncompromising prophets, to have a Eucharistie vision
in transforming globalization and to prepare ourselves for a self-giving sacri-
fice for justice, peace and abundant life for all. There is no other way but to do

" So Peter Steinacker, 'Katholizität', in: TRE 18, 2000, 72-80, here 78.
'* Joint Working Group of the Roman Catholic Church and the World Council of

Churches, 27te C/turc/t: Loca/ and universal. A Study Docume/tf Com/m'.y.siorced and
Received /ty t/te Joint Working Group (1990), para. 19, in: http://www.prounione.urbe.
it/dia-int/jwg/doc/i_jwg-n6_6.html [9.2.2015].

'5 Ibid., para. 24.

" Franz Segbers, 'A Eucharistie Vision for a World of Hunger,' in: Marsha L.
Dutton with Emily K. Stuckey (eds.), G/oèa/ization and Cat/to/icity; Ecumenical
Conversations on God's Abundance and f/te People's /Veed Beiheft zu IKZ 100,
Bern (Stämpfli) 2010, 208-223.

" Eleuterio J. Revollido, 'Prophetic Voice, Eucharistie Vision, and Martyrdom
in Transforming Globalization: An IFI Experience and Perspective,' in: Dutton /
Stuckey, G/o/ta/izat/on and Cat/to/icity, 184-197, here 196.
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it in dialogue and in communion as catholic churches, journeying together for
God's kingdom, 'here on earth as it is in heaven'."'®

A re-defined and re-claimed notion of catholicity could be a new ec-
clesiological answer to the challenge of globalization. Because, just as in
ancient Roman times, once again 'empire' is the key word demarcating the

present. Once again the Churches are faced by an Empire and they are

once again challenged to be a framework for an alternative theological
thinking. Therefore catholicity is the framework for a new understanding
of what it means to be catholic in the modern era of globalization. As the

spirit, logic and practice of the Roman Empire contradicted the gospel so

the spirit, logic and practice of the neoliberal globalization also does to-
day. The term 'empire' refers to the coming together of economic, cul-
tural, political and military powers that constitute a system of domination
led by powerful nations to protect and defend their own interests. This is

one of the basic marks of empire throughout history." What does it mean
to be the Church in the midst of empire? Catholicity is a good framework
for theological reflection of the globalization. My question is: What can we
learn from the first Christians and the Early Church in their context of the
Roman Empire for our own context of the Empire of global capitalism?

Tfie.sz.s' 5: Ca?fio/zczfy m /fie mzVi.st o/'/fie z'mperza/ g/ofia/zza/zon today: a
coazz/er-wode/ to economic gtofia/z'za/zozz z>z diversify anJ zmi/y, /oca/
an// g/o/za/.

The defenders of neoliberal globalization speak of globalization as a kind
of secular catholicity. But this kind of globalization creates victims - the

marginalized and excluded. Contrary to this, true catholicity is an ade-

quate theological answer to the challenge of globalization. Catholicity is

about wholeness, and fullness, and conciliarity - and that means relation-
ship. The defenders of the neoliberal project of globalization understand

globalization as a secular version of catholicity. In opposition to this, the
1998 Assembly of the WCC declared: "The vision behind globalization
includes a competing vision to the Christian commitment to the ozfiozzme-

« Ibid.
" Cf. Franz Segbers, '"... bis ans Ende der Erde" (Apg. 1,8). Imperium, Glo-

balisierung und die Wiederentdeckung der Katholizität der Kirchen,' in: Marlene
Crtisemann / Carsten Jochum-Bortfeld (eds.), CFn.v/u.s und seine Gesc/zwisier. C/zris-

fo/ogie z/m t/m/è/d der ßifie/ in gerecfifer Sprac/ze, Gütersloh (GVH), 2009, 241-259.
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ne, the unity of humankind and the whole inhabited carth."^ That Assem-

bly recommended that "the logic of globalization needs to be challenged
by an alternative way of life of community in diversity".

But globalization presents a chance for reformulating and rediscover-

ing catholicity. Catholicity needs to be realized amidst of the ambiguity of
the globalization, not as a refusal but as a power of transformation towards

more justice, humanity and respect for the dignity of differences. The

manner in which the Church responds to differences and integrates differ-
ences in its own life is the decisive test for the realization of her catholic-
ity. Catholicity has three dimensions, the wholeness, conciliarity, and full-
ness of the Church. Perhaps we can learn from Christians in the context of
the Roman Empire and the experiences of Christians in the Third World
Countries what catholicity with its the three dimensions of wholeness,

conciliarity and fullness means in the midst of empire today.

(aj W/toZeness: a wor/dwtde C/tarc/t

The quantitative understanding of catholicity focuses on the universality
of the Church. Ignatius addressed all Churches within in the Roman Em-
pire as, in effect, a network. Each one church is in mutuality with all other
churches. The overarching unity of the diverse churches is an anticipation
of the unity of humankind. Being Church means to live unity in diversity
in the midst of empire as a visible sign of God's intention for the world. An
ecclesial entry point for a catholic ecclesiology in the midst of empire is

that of a worldwide communion of different Churches. And in turn this
offers an alternative vision to that of empire. This communion ecclesiol-

ogy offers a theological foundation not only for ecumenical unity but for
the unity of humankind by way of overcoming differences. What makes
this catholicity a concept of our time is that it affirms the dignity of differ-
ence within unity. This is exactly what is meant in the statement Together
towards Lt/e: Mission and Evangelism in C/ianging Landscapes that the
Commission on World Mission and Evangelism affirmed in 2012:

"The church is a gift of God to the world for its transformation towards the
kingdom of God. Its mission is to bring new life and announce the loving
presence of God in our world. We must participate in God's mission in unity,

20 Eighth Assembly of the World Council of Churches. Harare, Zimbabwe,
3-14 December 1998. 7bgeffier on die Way. Officia/ report o/f/te fi/g/iA AssemMy,
in: http://www.wcc-coe.org/wcc/assembly/fprc2d-e.html [9.2.2015].
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overcoming the divisions and tensions that exist among us, so that the world
may believe and all may be one" (John 17:21).

God's people, gathered in the new communities as a form of universal-
ism of Jews, Gentiles, slaves, frees, males and females (Gal 3:28), consti-
tuted one of the first world's global people. Paul's vision of this new uni-
versalism started in the gatherings of the first Christians. And Ignatius had
taken up the thread saying that, contrary to the 'heretics', the Catholic
Church has her identity in caring for the widows, the orphans, or op-
pressed, the hungry or of the thirsty. Compassion is the idea of the biblical
justice (zedakn/i). It is not an act of mere charity. What zedaka/z signifies
is that no one should be without the basic requirements of existence. Rab-
bi Jonathan Sacks remarked that: "This has been absolutely fundamental
to the kind of society the Israelites were charged with creating, namely one
in which everyone has a basic right to a dignified life and to be equal citi-
zens in the covenantal community under the sovereignty of God."21 The
biblical personne m/serae (cf. Ps 72) are the centre of the Catholic Church
as well. This meaning of Catholic tradition includes a set of biblical and

ethical values of human solidarity, justice and compassion, and of the non-
negotiable dignity of everybody. According to this biblical tradition the

right catholic faith is found in the transformative communities that consti-
tute the network of Churches all over the Empire. Empire and imperialism
are the attempt to impose a single way of life on a plural world. Catholic-
ity balances the global with the local, the unity and the diversity. The

adoption of Christianity to different cultures in the world has been one of
the great achievements and we have to follow such work in today's world.
Catholicity is helpful in empowering resistance and alternatives to the

logic of neoliberal economic globalization.

(/?) Conctftari/y: dte dignify 0/difference and a network/or ,so//dar/7y

Catholicity, expressed as a social construct, is manifest as a global com-
munity of men and women working together towards the fullness of life
and respect for the dignity of all peoples and nations, the promotion of the

integrity of all creation, and the pursuit of justice and peace. Catholicity
calls for giving room for differences. That is the reason why catholicity is

2' Cf. Jonathan Sacks, 77te Dignity 0/ Difference. Dow to avoid fke C/ask 0/
Civilization, London (Continuum) 2003, 114.
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connected with conciliarity. Conciliarity is the attempt to create partner-
ship without dominance or submission. Conciliarity occurs when different

groups of people, differing in power, but each acknowledging the integrity
and sovereignty of the other, mutually interact or engage in common en-
deavours. Conciliarity presents a counter-model over against the imperial
inheritance and polarization of the contemporary project of globalization.
Catholicity is an alternative way of life of community in diversity. This
counter-model is one of catholicity-in-conciliarity. Catholicity is the alter-
native programme taking place in the midst of today's empire: building
networks from below to strengthen the very struggle against the empire.
As a community of faith, steeped in nationalist history and workers' strug-
gle, the members affirm the church's commitment to its historical mission
and ministry in empowering the poor, the deprived and oppressed, through
its missionary work worldwide. What makes the compound of conciliarity
and catholicity a fruitful concept for our global world is that it affirms the

dignity of difference and so the reality of diversity. Conciliarity and cath-

olicity, separately and together, are inherently pluralistic.
Solidarity is the new word for catholicity. It marks the end of the era of

'mission', qua paternalistic intervention, and the starting point of mutual-
ity and togetherness (2 Cor 9:13) of the Churches at the peripheries with
the Church in the political and economic centres. For example, as men-
tioned above, the (Old Catholic) Churches in the centres (of Europe) are

learning from the Philippines and from India. This indicates a new era of
solidarity and exchange in operation, one far removed from the missionary
policies and praxis of the late 19* and early 20* centuries. And what do
the Churches in the centres learn? They see the effects of a world in dis-
order. Pope Francis pointed out, in his 2013 Apostolic Exhortation Evan-
ge/z'z GawrZ/nm, with respect to the dominant economic order that: "Such
an economy kills."^ This is a judgement about an economy of exclusion
that delivered the majority of the people into powerlessness and weakness

inescapably. By contrast, solidarity is the mutual responsibility of the
Churches and Christians, globally, that is, in catholicity and conciliarity.
In this world, solidarity entails struggling against the structural causes of
poverty and inequality; the lack of work, land and shelter; the denial of
social and labour rights; and in confronting the empire of money. The old

22 Pope Francis, £VazzgeZz'z Gazzz/z'zzm. Apos/o/zc £x/zorZafz'on, in: http://www.
vatican.va/evangelii-gaudium/en, para. 53 [10.2.2015],
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model of a Eurocentric and uniform catholicity is being transformed into
a universal and global catholicity. The Churches in the centres are opening
themselves to receiving the mission of the poor and marginalized Church-
es. Conciliarity prevents the Churches in the centre from controlling the
testimonies of faith and the responses of action coming from the poor
Churches in the peripheries. The earlier evangelized in the colonies by the

conquistadores are now converted into evangelists to those of the earlier
conquistadores. The evangelizing Church is the Church of the poor be-

cause the centre of the Church is, now, the poor. This finds echo and en-
dorsement in the theological phrase 'the preferential option for the poor'.
There is today a pressing need to substitute the neoliberal spirit and logic:
over against exclusion, advocate instead participation; over against accu-
mulation, advocate sharing; over against speculation, promote gratuity;
over against competition, encourage cooperation; against the promise of
the economic globalization building one world through growth and com-
petition, promote the project building one world by way of globalizing
justice, respect, freedom and rights for all.

fcj Fzz//ne.y.sv Wites o/t/ie Go.ype/ and r/ze AfAszo Dei

The Church does not have a mission; the Church is mission. The Church
takes part in God's mission for this world. God's mission is freedom, jus-
tice and peace for all human beings. For this mission, the Church is an
instrument. The church comes to be as the church engages in mission. God
shares God's mission with women and men. Mission calls the church into
being to serve God's purposes in the world. The universality of human

dignity, which is damaged in the lives of the poor and oppressed, belongs
in the very midst of being Church. That we can learn from Ignatius of
Antioch, who used the term 'catholic' as a kind of right practice (c/t/zo-
praxis) expressed in caring for the widow, the orphan, and the oppressed

or, in more modern terminology, as the preferential option for the poor, is
the mark of catholicity. Catholicity is not a confessional meaning for a

singular Church, but the signal for a right practice of the faith. In the midst
of the Empire of Globalization there occurs the counter-project of God:
77ie /w/'swio Dei. Ignatius pointed out that the Church is to be a "sign and

servant of God's design". The Church, as komoraa in Christ, is commu-
nity. Injustice is therefore both an ethical and an ecclesiological issue. In
the era of globalization, solidarity and God's mission for this world have a

new meaning: the church's commitment to its mission and ministry in
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empowering the poor, the deprived and oppressed, through its missionary
work. Ethics and ecclesiology are closely interrelated.

Catholicity provides a theological and ethical dimension of being the
Church Catholic in the full sense of the word. All over the world Church-
es are confessing the Creed: "We believe in One Holy Catholic and Apos-
tolic Church." The Church confessing this Creed is called to resist the

empires of power and injustice. The Church is thus a moral community.
Power, oppression and injustice contradict its very Creed. Catholicity in-
spires an active force for justice, peace, and compassion within a global
perspective by connecting the local and the global. Catholicity is about

building alternative and transformative communities of life with the poor,
in mutuality with sisters and brothers, and respecting others in their diver-
sity. That is the reason why 'catholicity' models a transformative alterna-
tive to the economic, political, and cultural power of the empire. Christi-
anity in India - in the form of the Mar 77?oma C/ztzrc/z - is an example how
to live in the midst of a multireligious society of Hindus, Muslims and
Buddhists. The TgZe.via Fi/zpina /nJepeziiente connects the Churches in the

political and economic centres with the struggle for justice and human

rights. They both confess the faith in an exemplary manner. The poor
Churches have a spiritual force that is able to inspire and to missionize the
Churches in the centres. The relationship is the way wherein the Gospel

may be brought back from the peripheries to the centres, which are thus

evangelized by the current peripheries. That is the reason why the relation-
ship with the Mar 77zoma C/twrc/z and the /g/e.sza Fz7zpz'zta /nJepenzfzente,
the Churches of the poor global south, has a deeper ecclesiological dimen-
sion as a model providing an answer to the question: what does it mean to
be a Catholic Church in a globalized world? That is very timely in a world
divided between poor and rich, and in which the Old Catholic Churches,
as partners in this very particular conciliarity, are based in the North.

Franz Segbers (geb. 7949 in GeFenkirc/zen Dj, 7985 Pro/notion ztzm Dr.
tZzeoZ., PriesterweiZze 7986, 7986-7988 im a/zkaz/zo/z'.jc/zen Ge/neinzieziien.vf
in TïeizieZberg, 7988-2007 Dozent /zV'r 77zeoZogie zznd 8ozz'a/ef/zz'k an zier

FvangeZwc/zen SozzaZakazieznz'e Frz'eziewa/zi, 7999 77a6z7z7atz'on z'n FvangeZi-
sober SoziaZetizik am Fac/z6erez'c/z FvangeZFc/ze PZzeoZogie an zier t/niversifzït
A7ari>zz/'g, 2007-2077 Pe/erenf/Zz'r Arbeit, Tst/zik zznzi SoziaZpoZifik im Dwko-
ni.vcZzen Werk in Dessen nnzi Fa.v.vazz, 2004 Frnennnng zzzm apZ. Pro/e.s\ror /nr
.S'oziaZetZzik am Pac/zbereic/z FvangeZiïc/ze P/zeoZogie tier P/ziZipp.s-Z7niver.si-

tat Aiarbzzrg, emeritiert 2075.
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Deafsc/îe Zwsammen/assMng

Die Bezeichnung der Kirche als «katholisch» und frühe Formen von Konziliarität
wurden bereits von Ignatius von Antiochien in einer Zeit entwickelt, als eine frühe
Form von «Globalisierung» sich im Imperium Romanum abzuzeichnen begann.
Die Katholizität der Kirche wie auch die Form konziliarer Beziehungen der Kir-
chen miteinander, die räumlich und sprachlich voneinander getrennt waren,
drückte wenigstens indirekt eine Form des Widerstandes gegen die politische Ord-

nung des Imperium Romanum aus. «Katholisch» wurde zu einer nota eccZesZae,

nicht nur für den globalen und lokalen Zusammenhalt von Gemeinden im Römi-
sehen Imperium, sondern auch für deren theologisch-ethische Qualifizierung. In
Abgrenzung zu Häretikern sah Ignatius die Identität der Katholizität der Kirche in
deren Sorge um die Armen und Ausgegrenzten. Abermals müssen Kirchen auf die
neoliberale, ökonomisch-politische Globalisierung eine Antwort finden. Die «Ka-
tholizität» der Kirchen ist in der Lage, eine theologische Antwort auf die Globali-
sierung zu formulieren, wenn sie die dreifachen Inhalte der frühkirchlichen Ka-
tholizität in die Gegenwart zieht: die Ganzheit als weltweite Kirche, die Würde der
Differenz und das Netzwerk der Solidarität als Konziliarität sowie die Fülle des

Glaubens als Teilhabe an der Miss/o De/. Die Ekklesiologie der altkatholischen
Kirche wie auch ihre Entstehung enthalten die Erinnerung an eine nicht imperiale
Katholizität. Das prädestiniert sie, der neoliberalen Globalisierung theologisch
die Katholizität als Gegenmodell entgegenzustellen.
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